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Mr. Lee Burman, 
Wiltshire Council 
By Email 

18th January 2021 

Dear Mr Burman, 

Re: 20/11655/FUL Application for 61 dwellings on Country Park, Royal Wootton Bassett 

I object to this proposal for the following reasons: 

1. The site is outside the Settlement Boundary – contrary to the aims of Core Policy 1 of Wiltshire 
Core Strategy which at paragraph 4.15 states “Development outside the settlement boundary 
will be strictly controlled. Relaxation of the boundaries will only be supported where it has been 
formally reviewed through a subsequent DPD or a community-led neighbourhood plan, which 
includes a review of the settlement boundary to identify new developable land to help meet 
the housing and employment needs of that community.” 

2. Core Policy 1 and Core Policy 2 only allow for development outside of settlement boundaries 
if proposals meet with criteria set out in paragraph 4.25 of the Core Strategy. This proposal 
does not meet such criteria and therefore the proposal is not in line with Core Policy 1 and 2. 

3. Paragraph 4.26 and Core Policy 19 of the Core Strategy sets out indicative housing numbers 
for settlements throughout the plan area. The indicative number of houses for development 
within Royal Wootton Bassett for the plan period is 1,070, with a further 385 houses in the 
RWB and Cricklade area. These numbers have already been exceeded and there is therefore 
no need for additional housing within Royal Wootton Bassett during the plan period. 
Therefore, the proposal is, again, contrary to Core Policy 2 which deals with delivery and Core 
Policy 19, the Spatial Strategy for Royal Wootton Bassett and Cricklade Area. 

4. The proper way to promote this site would be through the local plan process so that it can be 
properly assessed against need and against alternative development sites which may provide 
a less harmful alternative way to deliver any housing requirement that may be identified 
through the plan process. Both the Wiltshire Local Plan and the Royal Wootton Bassett 
Neighbourhood Plan are currently in a review process and so there is ample and timely 
opportunity for the developer to engage in these reviews and promote its proposals. By 
submitting this application now, the proposal is premature. 

5. Core Policy 3 of the Wiltshire Local Plan sets out infrastructure requirements and says “All new 
development will be required to provide for the necessary on-site and, where appropriate, off-
site infrastructure requirements arising from the proposal. Infrastructure requirements will be 
delivered directly by the developer and/or through an appropriate financial contribution prior 
to, or in conjunction with, new development. In ensuring the timely delivery of infrastructure, 
development proposals must demonstrate that full regard has been paid to the council’s 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan and Schedule and all other relevant policies of this plan. Joint 
working with adjoining authorities will be encouraged to ensure that wider strategic 
infrastructure requirements are appropriately addressed.” The proposal makes no effort to 
identify the impact it may have on infrastructural requirements in the town and offers no 
solution to the additional pressure it will place on schools, medical service, transport or leisure 
activity needs. As such the proposal is contrary to Core Policy 3. 
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6. The site is subject to a s106 obligation requiring the applicant to deliver a Country Park and 
requires its implementation tied to phasing of development set out in schedule 5 of the 
agreement and relating to housing developments consented under 14/03343/FUL & 
15/10486/FUL. The trigger events set out in schedule 5 have occurred and yet Wainhomes has 
reneged on its legally binding promise to deliver the Country Park. Wainhomes has let down 
the community of Royal Wootton Bassett by failing to comply with this promise. The proposed 
development would clearly conflict with this planning obligation. The proposal therefore 
conflicts with the provisions of the plan in particular policies CP51 (Biodiversity and 
Geodiversity), CP52 (Green Infrastructure) and CP57 (Ensuring high quality design and place 
shaping) of Wiltshire Core Strategy and Section 3.7 (Leisure) and Policy 10 (Landscape Setting) 
of the Royal Wootton Bassett Neighbourhood Plan. 

It is understood that Wainhomes has made a further agreement with Wiltshire Council in 
August this year which sets out a timeframe for implementation of the Country Park 
commencing October 2020 and completing March 2021. However, the work that started in 
Autumn 2020 by Wainhomes’ groundworkers, purportedly as a commencement of the 
Country Park, was limited to removal of turf and topsoil on that part of the Country Park 
comprising the “red-line” of this application (see photograph below). This appears to be a 
deliberate attempt by the applicant to destroy habitat and ecology on the site in order to pave 
the way for this application. Wiltshire Council needs to investigate whether the work 
undertaken amounts to a criminal offence given that it was not required for the development 
of the Country Park, was therefore done without planning permission and had a serious 
harmful effect on wildlife and biodiversity. 

Photograph of application site from end of Pool Meadow taken 31/12/2020 showing removal of 
turf and disturbance of topsoil. 
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The programme of works agreed by Wainhomes is available for public view on Wiltshire 
Councils planning portal for application reference 15/10486/FUL and clearly sets out what 
works should be commenced and completed. A copy of that programme is set out below for 
ease of reference.  

  

Programme of works to 
the Country Park agreed 
by Wainhomes and 
Wiltshire Council in 
August 2020 with a 
completion line added 
by the author to show 
progress to 18 January 
2021. 
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7. Study of DEFRA’s Magic Map facility indicates that the site, or part of the site, is covered by 
the following designations: 

a. Countryside Stewardship Woodland Priority Habitat 
b. Countryside Stewardship National Habitat Network 
c. CS Targeting for Brown Hairstreak butterfly 
d. CS Targeting for Curlew 
e. CS Targeting for Lapwing 
f. CS Woodland Water Quality Lower Spatial Priority 
g. CS Woodland Flood Risk Lower Spatial Priority 
h. CS Keeping Rivers Cool Priority Area 
i. Community Forest 
j. Climate Change Vulnerability Buffer 
k. Sites of Special Scientific Interest Impact Zone 

All of these designations, as well as the fact that the site is part of a Country Park, need 
to be considered when weighing the planning balance. Full weight should be placed on 
these ecological factors based on assumption that the applicant had not removed turf 
and disturbed topsoil. 

None of these designations are referred to in the ecology statement submitted with the 
application and the ecologist has failed to mention Brown Hairstreak butterflies, curlews 
or lapwings as species of concern with the site. The ecology study seems superficial and 
skewed in favour of the developer. 

8. The applicant has sought to justify its proposal by citing the lack of a five-year housing land 
supply. It is understood that Wiltshire Council’s land supply currently stands at around 4.6 
years and that recent planning permissions in Malmesbury and Lyneham as well as proposals 
at Chippenham enables Wiltshire Council to demonstrate a five-year land supply. In any event, 
the harm that would be done by this proposal would weigh heavily against approval even if 
there was a shortfall. 

9. As outlined above, Wainhomes should have delivered the Country Park many months ago and 
is in serious breach of its s106 obligations. If it had complied with its legal obligations the land 
on which this proposal is sited would be part of the Country Park. Determination of this 
application should, therefore, be made on the assumption that the site is already Country Park 
and accordingly would amount to a loss of public open space. This is in conflict with policies 
of the Core Strategy including CP 52 (Green Infrastructure). 

10. The access proposed for the new development would be via narrow estate roads and the 
current cul-de-sac of Pool Meadow. The red line for  the application excludes the cul-de sac, 
which currently ends with a shared surface area serving the dwellings either side (see 
photograph and plan extract below). There is no footpath. Landscaping has been placed where 
the footpath would otherwise have been constructed. The road is not wide enough for two 
vehicles to comfortably pass while leaving room for pedestrians. As it stands, the width of the 
access road is insufficient to service the proposed 61 dwellings. Even if the landscaping in Pool 
Meadow was incorporated into the red line and replaced with footpaths, the access is 
inadequate. 
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Photograph from end of Pool Meadow cul-de-sac towards the application site. Note that 
the carriageway terminates and become private driveway. 

Extract from applicant’s site layout plan P19-1235 Rev J showing how the red line of the 
application does not incorporate changes to the driveways at the end of Pool Meadow. 
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11. Adding further housing to this estate will put more pressure on the road network, particularly 
at the Interface roundabout, the Churchill roundabout and on the A3102 leading to junction 
16 of the M4. The transport assessment submitted with the application highlights the fact 
there are no shops or other facilities within easy walking distance. The nearest shops are at 
Woodshaw – which are over 1,200m walking distance from the nearest point of the site. This 
is not a sustainable distance. The second nearest shop, at the Old Brewery on the former St 
Ivel site, would be closer (760m) if and when the Country Park was completed and open to 
the public. At the moment, however, as a result of the applicant’s activities, it is a muddy, 
impassable quagmire. Even 760m, however, is not a sustainable distance from shops. Neither 
the NPPF nor the Wiltshire Core Strategy set out a limit or guidance for how far away shops 
and facilities should be for it to be classed as a sustainable walking distance. However, the 
NPPF is helpful by providing a definition of “Edge of Centre”: 

“Edge of centre: For retail purposes, a location that is well connected to, and up to 300 metres 
from, the primary shopping area. For all other main town centre uses, a location within 300 
metres of a town centre boundary. For office development, this includes locations outside the 
town centre but within 500 metres of a public transport interchange. In determining whether 
a site falls within the definition of edge of centre, account should be taken of local 
circumstances.” 

This corresponds with the former guidance contained in PPG6 sought to ensure that new 
supermarkets were developed within 300m of town centres, to encourage people to walk. 

The applicant makes great play of the fact the housing it is promoting is close to shops ad 
facilities, but this is simply not true. The walk to Woodshaw, as well as being twice as far as 
the NPPF implies as being acceptable, is not pleasant. It is along a featureless wide road, past 
an industrial estate, alongside a road with a 60mph speed limit, which walkers would then 
have to cross without the aid of a pedestrian crossing. 

The alternative convenience shop at the Old Brewery is again well beyond the sorts of 
distances envisaged by the NPPF and, certainly at the moment, given that Wainhomes has 
neglected to build the Country Park that it is legally obliged to provide, is impassable. 

There are no bus routes within the estate, the nearest bus stop being at Woodshaw – more 
than 1,000m away. 

In the unlikely event that planning permission is granted for this proposal the developer 
should be required to provide a public transport service, free of charge, for residents to reach 
the shops and facilities of the town, with a suitable commuted payment to ensure that the 
service is maintained in perpetuity. 
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12. The proposal is located on land which is very visible from the North Wessex Downs AONB. 
Development of this site would lead to an unacceptable visual intrusion when viewed from 
the AONB and is therefore in conflict with Core Policy 51 and a number of its sub paragraphs. 
The applicant has failed to provide a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment and has 
therefore obviously not considered this aspect of the development. The LVIA should be the 
starting point of design – not an afterthought – and so the applicant’s failure to have 
undertaken and LVIA in order to inform its design should be viewed as a fatal flaw in the design 
process, in itself worthy of a recommendation for refusal. The photograph below, taken from 
near the top of the site, after the turf stripping and topsoil disturbance by the applicant, 
illustrates the prominent nature of the site. The hills in the background mark the rise from 
Broad Town to Broad Hinton and are within the North Wessex Downs AONB. 

 

13. The Planning Statement submitted with the application makes scant reference to educational 
infrastructure, mentioning schools just once, in paragraph 3.3 where it says “…Being located 
adjacent to the settlement boundary of Royal Wootton Bassett, the site is well located in terms 
of accessibility to the town centre and schools.” It is not well located at all, the nearest school 
being Noremarsh Junior School. The shortest walking distance would be via the (yet to be 
built) Country Park, and would be 1,000m and would involve going over Brynards Hill. It is 
unlikely that many parents would make that walk with their children once a day, let alone 
twice a day, especially if they have another child in a pushchair or if the weather is inclement. 
This would encourage additional journeys by private car. The nearest secondary school, RWB 
Academy, is even further away, the shortest walking distance being around 2km. 
The planning statement makes no mention of the capacity of these schools or whether the 
applicant has even considered such issues. This is very surprising given that in the last 
application run by this applicant, for 92 dwellings reference 15/10486/FUL, the issue of 
capacity at local schools was raised by residents. Perhaps Wainhomes does not read 
representations from local residents, or if it does, perhaps it ignores the views expressed? 

View from near top of site looking southwards towards the North Wessex Downs AONB 
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14. The Planning Statement submitted with the application makes no mention at all of medical 
infrastructure, even though this topic, too, has been mentioned via consultation responses in 
previous applications by the same developer. Royal Wootton Bassett has two doctor’s 
surgeries, both located in the town centre (over 1,500m away). Tinkers Lane surgery and New 
Court Surgery were struggling to keep up with appointments even before the Covid19 
pandemic. From personal experience and in discussion with friends and neighbours I can 
vouch that waiting times for an appointment were usually over four weeks, sometimes as long 
as six weeks. The surgeries have been working hard together to improve this situation, and 
they say the issue is not lack of surgery space but the inability to find and recruit doctors. The 
population of the town has grown too fast for the medical infrastructure to keep up. 

Royal Wootton Bassett has no hospital or medical centre, unlike similar and smaller towns in 
the area such as Marlborough and Malmesbury, so the residents have to rely on Swindon’s 
Great Western Hospital. 

The Applicant has hundreds of houses in Royal Wootton Bassett over the years and so is well 
aware of the problems with infrastructure it the town. The fact that these problems are not 
mentioned within the Planning Statement demonstrates that the applicant simply does not 
care about these issues and has not had any regard to them. 

The Applicant has not consulted the Town Council on this application. The Planning Statement 
makes reference to the Neighbourhood Plan, conceding that the application is in conflict with 
NP policies, but seeks to dismiss this by claiming the NP is out of date, having been adopted 
more than two years before the date of the application. The applicant’s Planning Statement 
seeks to draw similarities between this case and one in Malmesbury, where the NP was five 
years old at the time of the application there. The applicant is asking Wiltshire Council to 
afford little weight to the RWB NP because of this.  

The RWB NP was adopted in April 2018, so is less than three years old. It makes no allocation 
for housing because at that time RWB had delivered more housing than it was required to do. 
That is still the case, and so the policy is not out of date. In any event, the draft NP had 
identified a suitable site for future development, off Maple Drive, next to the RWB Academy. 
This is a far more sustainable location, being much closer to shops, medical facilities and 
educational facilities. In addition, release of this site (for circa 100 houses) would facilitate 
additional leisure and community facilities for the benefit of the town. 

The NP review will be completed within 12 months. The consultation to date has revealed no 
support for further housing at Woodshaw Meadows, but significant support for the 
completion of the Country Park. 

For all of these reasons this application is easily distinguishable from that at Malmesbury and 
Wiltshire Council can safely afford maximum weight to the policies of the RWB NP. 
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15. There are extant consents for residential development in Royal Wootton Bassett, including 
18/06442/FUL at the top of Binknoll Lane  and 18/06442/FUL off Windmill Road – both 
within the settlement boundary and in far more sustainable locations than Lower 
Woodshaw, and the former being on brownfield land. These consents have not been 
implemented. Why should more housing, outside the Settlement Boundary and in an 
unsustainable location, be permitted before these are delivered? 

For these reasons I would urge you to recommend refusal of this application and proceed forthwith 
with enforcement action to ensure that Wainhomes delivers the Country Park as it is legally committed 
to do. For too long the residents of Royal Wootton Bassett have had to wait for the Country Park, and 
on too many occasions has the town had poorly planned residential development foisted upon it 
without the critical infrastructure delivered alongside. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

S J Bucknell BSc(Hons) MRICS 

 

 


